The Physical Setting
may occur in country wh.ere there is no dust and, save
for a certain amount of debris, the air remains fairly
clear. At a centre of population such as Khartoum,
where the surrounding country is cleared of all vegetation
and its surface stirred by much traffic both of people
and their flocks, so that there are large quantities of
dust, the conditions become suitable for the development
of these spectacular stonns. Kassala and Tokar are in
delta areas where the surface of the ground is formed
of fine silt. The storms usually come in the afternoon
or evening following sultry and rather still conditions
earlier in the day. They may be seen approaching with
definite fronts formed by series of vortices appearing
like great buttresses. The heated air from the surface
rises and carries up with it vast quantities of dust, so
that the habub approaches {usually from the S. or S.E.),
as a reddish-brown wall. When the storm arrives, the
stillness becomes unsettled and rapidly changes to violent
winds occasionally strong enough to cause structural
damage to roofs and verandahs. Sometimes the density
of the fog is enough completely to blot out daylight.
The storm usually does not last more than two or three
hours. The wind decreases, the dust lessens and the
temperature falls. -A Jiobub in the afternoon may be
followed by another in the evening. During the months
of May and June, an average of five a week is not unusual.
In June there may be heavy showers, but the rains can
only be regarded as setting in, in earnest suitably for
cultivation, in July. Heavy showers in June may tempt
sowing but most often this leads to disappointment as
the plants may wilt and die before any more rain. After
the rwus have set in ^nd vegetation begins to grow,
though violent wind storms continue to occur, there is
no dust for them to raise and it may be said that kabuba
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